INTEGRATED GRADUATE SCHOOL
SOLVATION SCIENCE

- Interdisciplinary education for PhD students, dual entry level: Master’s Degree (Track I), Bachelor’s Degree (Track II)
- High-profile research environment
- 3 months international internship within the International Faculty Solvation Science
- Annual scientific workshops and summer schools
- High standards of supervision and quality management

Cluster of Excellence RESOLV, EXC 2033

iGSS Office
Building ZEMOS 0.99 | Universitätsstraße 150 | D-44801 Bochum
Tel +49 (0)234 32-27240 | Fax +49 (0)234 32-14027
Email igss@rub.de
Web www.solvation.de
Twitter @solvationsci
INTERNATIONAL FACULTY
SOLVATION SCIENCE

- International network of leading scientists and over 20 top institutions in the US, Europe, Asia, and Israel
- CalSOLV as sister institute of RESOLV in California
- Exchange of knowledge, ideas, and people at all stages of their academic career

EARLY CAREER RESEARCHERS (ECR)

- PhD students, postdocs, and ECR Group Leaders gain early scientific independence
- The ECR Board takes care of the interests of our young scientists
- Own funds for career coaching, soft skills courses on advanced leadership skills, etc.
- ECR Group Leaders work independently with equal rights like tenured professors